Under the SEa20

Here we are again with the help of this wonderful
publication to spread a bit of the creativity appearing
all around SE20 and we thought this month we would
take a look at one of the many recent newly painted
artworks placed up around Penge and Anerley now
that life has started to return to some sense of prepandemic normal. We have been fortunate to see a
lovely little spate of fresh creations appear over the
last month, with a number of now regularly visiting
artists returning to the area to share their talent and
enrich the area with their creativity.
The work in question is located along St John's Road
by South-East London based artist Morgasmik, who in
fact painted the second artwork for our project, just
over five years ago. Painted alongside Sheffield
based artist Peachzz who painted her first and
currently only artwork in London - increasingly Penge
is so lucky to be able to play host to artists from all
over the city, country and the world and this recent
collaboration demonstrates that amply for us.
SE20 is privileged to not only have so many fantastic
artworks, but increasingly to have so many unique
artists amid London's busy scene.
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The large-scale artwork features a rich painterly
mermaid painted by Peachzz swimming under the
sea whilst being trailed by Morgasmik's flowing
energetic abstract creations, really projecting a
sense of raw energy amid the explosion of colour.
It's amazing to see the two styles fuse so
harmoniously in this artwork
We would as always wish to say thank you to
everyone involved over the last five odd years
supporting this project, who have all helped
transform the face of Penge and Anerley in to the
wonderful creative hub we all get to explore and
enjoy now! In this instance, thank you to the Penge
Churches Housing Association and the residents of
the property for allowing this due to paint their wall.
As well as a big thank you to Peachzz and
Morgasmik for taking the time to visit our hometown
and leaving such a fabulous artwork in the process.
As always if anyone wishes to participate and
support the project further by offering up their
public spaces, please email
callinglondoninfo@gmail.com or visit
www.pengestreetart.com where you can register
your interest in donating a public space to paint and
we will get back to you.

